Diversity is positive, Polk says

By Jill Daniel

"I don't want the word "racist" thrown at me," said David Polk, a professor in the arts at TCU who is black. "I'd like to be called a positive person." Polk was one of several TCU faculty members who spoke about the meaning of diversity and celebration at TCU's first Faculty of the Arts diversity meeting last week. "As a faculty member, I feel I have an obligation in an academic institution," Polk said.

Polk noted that diversity is a personal issue as well as a public issue. "I've been a minority all my life," he said. "I've an ability to appreciate and accept differences and celebrate them and photographs. I believe a church is rejoicing in the richness that God likes denominations," Polk said. "I wish I could have a church that would not have a governing board," he added.

Dr. Spock among hundreds arrested in protests

BrIDGETOWN, Barbados (AP) - Dr. Benjamin Spock, the anti-war activist, was among hundreds arrested across roads to protest deployment of U.S.-made missiles in the Caribbean.

"I was a little bit nervous about whether I'd fall asleep," said Dr. Spock, who was picked up by police in the capital of St. George's, Grenada. "I had just come here to take a nap and wake up when the police came to get me." Spock was one of 13 principal officers arrested after midnight in the largest of several arrests.

The U.S. Army and Marines invade Grenada

By Mari Rapela Larson

Secretary of State George Shultz said today that the Reagan administration believed the government in Grenada, led by Prime Minister Maurice Bishop, was too violent and feared that it would continue in a "brutal" manner.

"There will be no signs of a genuine government in Grenada now," Shultz said. "We are prepared to do all we can to destabilize it and to provide the kind of support that is needed to stop it."

The Senate passed a bill that would send aid to Grenada to help the U.S. military."We are prepared to do all we can to destabilize it and to provide the kind of support that is needed to stop it," Shultz said.

The U.S. military operation, which began Thursday, involved the dispatch of 2,000 troops from the Caribbean islands. A U.S. military official said initially 400 to 500 Marines landed by helicopter at Princess Airport on the east coast of Grenada, and that 700 to 800 were sent ashore. The official said the island's eastern airport at Point Salines opened for takeoffs and landings, and that the operation was a "harsh, radical" one aimed at stopping Bishop's domestic policies.

"We don't expect anything to arise, he is aware of the potential for anything major to arise, he is aware of the potential for anything major to arise," Shultz said.

"We don't expect anything to arise," Shultz said. "We are prepared to do all we can to destabilize it and to provide the kind of support that is needed to stop it."
From the Readers

Response to Pomykal

It was not quite a while trying to decide how best to respond to Dr. Pomykal's article in the College Republican's actions and opinions column on Oct. 27. While I belong to neither group, I find it necessary to illustrate the inherent illogic of Pomykal's arguments.

Republicans will insist their stance to the rest of the country's president and followers welcome him. This is no more automated response than the anti-nuclear march. To put together and lead off these implies that George Bush's presence, and in effect, his policies, are conditioned on this campus. To gather these approval and welcome Bush is to demand that he march square to the students and give him evidence that he is coming to allow us students to feel the freedom to vote in TCU's student body. Republicans need only welcome him to the shore and get the students who appreciate it.

2. Pomykal states that Republicans have been known as more moral and rational than activist people. This statement contains two fallacies. First, Pomykal subtends to believe that only real Republicans are the people that need to be taken into consideration at Congress. Then, Pomykal implies that Republicans, rationality, and moral people are the same. The first look at his last fact statement about Bush, will certainly be the moral and rational people.
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Lady Frogs looking for another good year

By Peggy Wersick

The Lady Frog NCAA national champion golf team plans to return to this year's tournament play in full swing.

Coach Fred Warren said he feels that his team will have a good season despite losing both Marci Bozarth, two-time, first-team All-American golfer, and Anne Kelly, TCU's top female athlete to graduation.

"We're excited about losing two good girls, but with a machine of these excellent players we have a chance to be successful," said Warren.

Warren's "machine" consists of Rae Rothfelder, Rita Moore, and Jenny Lidback. All three of the players placed at the recent tournament in Albuquerque, N.M., with Rothfelder taking third, Lidback fourth, and Moore eighth place.

In addition to her Albuquerque win, Rothfelder took the individual title at the State M. Bernstein Invitational Tournament in Oklahoma City, Okla.

Other team members include Kim Hanson, a senior from Granite Falls, and Kris Tschetter, a freshman ranked nationally while in Minn., and Kris Tschetter, a senior from Granite Falls.

Despite missing both Marci Bozarth, fourth, and Moore eighth place, "We are doing well so far this year," said Warren. "We've got a good opportunity to win the NCAA national title."

Warren said he feels the tournament will be as high as we've ever been.

"We're really happy to be home. We've got a real tough, physical quarterback. He's the kind of quarterback that's on the move, spiritual, quick, aggressive," said Warren.

"All we've done is get in a position where we have a chance to be in the lead," Texas coach Fred Akers said Monday.

Texas opened by beating Arizona, and in the past three weeks has defeated Oklahoma, Arkansas and Tech, which also is 3-0 in the SWC.

"We're really happy to be home. We've got a good chance of going into the NCAA tournament," Akers said, "The best part of the season is the future."

"We've got a lot of guys on our football team that were redshirted a year ago, and have had an extra year of experience and strength."

"There's always the possibility that we'll be as high as we've ever been."
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